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• Abstract (300 words):
Urban and architectural design are interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary undertakings, drawing on different branches of knowledge and effectively combining approaches (from different disciplines) to problem-solve. Only by adhering to the principle of ‘interdisciplinarity’ can design interventions tackle the challenges of climate risk, global inequalities and securing sustainable economic futures. Partial views of urban processes are gained from separate disciplinary perspectives, and these do not provide the platform on which to assess and build required transformations. The providers of built environment education have a responsibility to raise awareness of the vital contributions made by other disciplines as well as generate methodologies that integrate a multi-scalar understanding of cities.

The Departments of Architecture and Planning at the University of Liverpool in London spent two years building an ‘interdisciplinary bridge’ via a joint design studio, addressing two problems in design intervention: first, the lack of broader design appreciation in UK planning schools (BBBBC, 2020) with resulting ‘space-less’ solutions (Arefi and Triantafillou, 2005); and second, the superficial treatment of urban context in architecture schools, leading to ‘place-less’ visions (Shuman, 2006). Planning and architecture students were brought together, given a common brief and tasked to jointly respond to key challenges: how future automation might reshape Canary Wharf’s economy and affect its urban
spaces; and how densification of a north London suburb, in response to the housing crisis, might be successfully realised. The aim was not only to formulate ‘good solutions’ but also reach a shared understanding of the contribution made by another discipline and by combined, multidisciplinary working: to understand how the ‘whole’ (of urban interventions) is constructed from more than the sum of separate parts. This presentation reflects on the experience of the studios and makes a case to deliver learning environments in which multidisciplinary and co-produced interventions could become the goal of future planning.
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